
JONATHAN 
ZEGERS
ARCHITECT

411 N 63rd Street no 304
Seattle, WA 98103
971-404-6890
jon@jonzegers.com

OBJECTIVES
To have fun, contribute to 
the community, be curious, 
creatively minded and inspired 
by multiple disciplines. To 
design and build high quality, 
honest, technologically 
integrated projects that make a 
positive impact. 

EDUCATION
Registered Architect, WA

LEED AP, 5/2009

Bachelors of Architecture, 
University of Oregon 2003

Denmark International Study 
Program, Copenhagen 2002

EXPERIENCE IN
Architectural Design
Construction
Photography
Graphic Design

AND MORE
Traveler
Writer
Design / Builder
Adventurer
Print Maker
Web Designer
Painter
Teacher
Architectural Tour Guide
Community Event Organizer
Officiant
Dancer
Bartender
Disc Jockey

EXPERIENCE
7/2012 - current  ARCHITECT, SKB ARCHITECTS, SEATTLE WA
Tommy Bahama Stores - 4-5k sf - retail TI, interior and exterior site adaptations
Tommy Bahama Jupiter Island - 10k sf - unique restaurant bar and store
- project designer and project lead - for all phases
Sur La Table - 5k sf - retail TI w/ demonstration kitchen, interior and exterior site adaptations
- project lead - in all phases for projects at SKB unless noted otherwise

8/2010 - 7/2012  ASSOCIATE, CALLISON, SEATTLE WA / BEIJING CN
Huai’an Yurun Mixed Use Huai’an CN - 500k sm - mixed use landmark tower (office / hotel / 
SOHO apartments) retail podium, ice rink, cinema, parking, and 3 residential towers
- project architect - on retail podium for SD and DD packages
Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore IN - building envelope redesign
- project architect - in SD for illustrative and technical packages
Xuhui SOHO Shanghai CN - 80k sm - retail and SOHO housing
- project architect - in SD and DD packages

4/2010 - 6/2011  FOUNDING PARTNER, BEHIND THE EYE STUDIO, SEATTLE WA
- formed teaching program and taught architecture and design to 13-19 year old
students through a weekend workshop format

10/2009 - 4/2010  DESIGNER, DAVID COLEMAN ARCHITECTURE, SEATTLE WA
Besselaar-Taylor Residence - 6,000 sf - custom home remodel
- project architect - for permit documents, design studies, and CDs

2/2008 - 8/2009  ARCHITECTURAL STAFF, LMN, SEATTLE WA
Kirkland Parkplace Mixed Use Project - 1.6m sf - office and retail core / shell
- project designer - developed documents for entitlements with senior leadership
Amazon/Vulcan Blocks 32 & 26 - 500k sf - office and retail core / shell
- project designer - created a custom graphic frit feature with senior leadership
- junior project architect - for DD and CD drawing production
Amazon/Vulcan Schematic Design “No Vacation” Alternate
- project designer - designed alternate SD scheme with senior leadership

6/2004 - 2/2008  DESIGNER, EMERICK ARCHITECTS, PORTLAND OR
Ford Building - 100k sf - office / retail shell renovation 
- project lead - created land use review documents, DD, CDs, and performed CA
Frank Creative - 4,000 sf - office TI within Ford Building
Northwood Residence - 4,000 sf - custom home for Brian and Melody Emerick
- project architect - in permit documents, CDs, and assisted in landscape survey
Foster and Dobbs - 1,500 sf - retail TI, local wine and cheese shop
M3 Hollywood Project - 6,000 sf - commercial shell remodel
- junior project architect - created land use review documents and CDs
Fletcher Residence - 1,000 sf - kitchen, bath, and basement remodel
Bloomfield Residence - 3,000 sf - whole house remodel
- project architect - in all phases for projects at Emerick Architects unless noted otherwise

internship 1996-1999  DESIGNER, CREATIVE IMAGES PRINTING & DESIGN
- photo manipulator, color correction, created graphic illustrations, created page layouts, and 
performed other pre-press tasks for publication

TECHNOLOGY
AutoCAD (advanced) - Revit 2014 (advanced) - Microstation (novice) - Sketchup (advanced)     
Rhino (novice) - Photoshop (advanced) - InDesign (advanced) - Illustrator (intermediate)

AWARDS, PUBLICATIONS
2009 Portland Architecture Blog - online publication
Portland’s first stand alone LEED Gold House
2009 Seattle Parking Day Competition - winner
2002 FEIDAD International Design Competition - top 40 semi-finalist
published in Developing Digital Architecture.
1998 DCBC Bell Award - best full color poster
UCC Centerstage My Fair Lady publicity package

REFERENCES AS REQUESTED


